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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a series of recent papers [l-3] the authors have studied a new concept 
which in those papers were referred to as strings or, occasionally, as 
derivative strings, the latter to distinguish the concept from several other 
sirnilarly termed concepts of current interest in physics and astronomy (cf., 
for instance, Campbell [4]). Only gradually did it become apparent that the 
theory of derivative strings comprises a contravariant as well as a covariant 
aspect but this having been established [3] it is now possible to give a simple 
satisfactory coordinate-free definition of structurally symmetric derivative 
strings and it is the purpose of this note to present such a definition. The 
question of how best to treat the completely general case, that is, without 
assuming structural symmetry, is a matter for further investigation and will 
not be addressed here. 
Except for the mathematical details, set out in Section 2, the result can be 
very briefly stated. Just like a (r, s) tensor is a smoothly varying multilinear 
form, defined at any given point p of a differentiable manifold A as a 
multilinear form on the vector space (Td,*)x’ x (TJ?~)~‘, where TM, 
denotes the tangent space to A? at p and TAP* is its dual, so a multiple 
structurally symmetric derivative string of tensorial degree (r, s) and of length 
CT,, . . . , T,; u,, . . . , U,) is a smoothly varying multilinear form defined, at p 
in A, on the vector space (TM;)xr x (TM,)xs x JOQ.,Mp x . . . x.I,'/.M, 
x Jo”.4z; x * . - x J&q, where JO”M’p denotes the zero-truncated jet 
space of order U at p and .$A; is its dual. (The term zero-truncated 
indicates that we consider Cm functions which differ by an additive 
constant, only, as equivalent.) 
The concept of derivative strings arose in a statistical context and 
the field of mathematical statistics provides a number of interesting ex- 
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amples of strings (all those considered so far being, in fact, structurally 
symmetric). One of the uses of derivative strings is to the construction 
of convenient parametrization invariant structures in the theory of higher 
order asymptotics in statistical inference. See Bamdorff-Nielsen [l] and 
Barndorff-Nielsen and Blsesild [2]. The concept generalizes those of tensors, 
affine connections and derivatives of scalars, and its coordinate-bound 
definition consists in the transformation law (2.2) below. 
2. NOTATIONS AND THE COORDINATE-BOUND DEFINITION OF 
DERIVATIVE STRINGS 
Let w  and ‘p denote alternative local parametrizations on a d-dimen- 
sional differentiable manifold J?. We denote generic coordinates of o and 
‘p by wi, wj, etc., and cp”, c$‘, etc., respectively, and we write ai for J/do’, 
~3, for 8/&p”, etc. Furthermore, with A, as shorthand for a,. . . a,, we let 
and 
etc. 
Let it4 be a multiarray of contravariant degree Y + u and covariant 
degree s + t, which in the w  parametrization we write as 
(2.1) 
or in an abbreviated notation 
where I, = i, **a i,, etc. A (double) sequence @of multiarrays (2.1), where 
r and s are fixed whereas t and u run from 1 to T and from 1 to U, 
respectively, is said to be a derivative string of tensorial degree (r, s) and of 
length (T, U) provided it satisfies the following transformation law under 
reparametrizations: 
for t = 1,. . . , T and ZJ = 1,. . . , U. Here we have used the notation 
(2.3) 
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where the summation is over all order-respecting partitions of the index set 
c,= Cl *** c, into r blocks Cl,. . . , C,,, and similarly for r$,““, etc. 
Note that, for T = U = 0 (2.2) reduces, in an obvious sense, to the 
transformation law for (r, s) tensors. 
In view of (2.2) we distinguish between the various groups of indices by 
referring to i, . . . i, and j, . . . j, as tensorial indices and to k, . . . k, 
and 1, . a. I, as structural indices. 
More generally, we call a (multiple) sequence &? of arrays 
where r and s are fixed while t, = 1,. . . , T,; . . . ; t, = 1,. . . , T,; u1 = 
1 ,***, vi;. . . ; u, = 1,. . .) U,; a (multiple) deriuatiue string of tensorial de- 
gree (r, s) and length (T,, . . . , T,,,; U,, . . . , U,) if it follows the transforma- 
tion law 
for t,=l,..., T,;...;t,=l,..., T,,,;u,=l,..., U,;...;u,=l,..., U,. 
In (2.4) we have used the abbreviations t, = (tl, . . . , t,>, Tat = (T,, . . . , T,), 
K *r* = KIT, ” ’ K,, , m 
td/“~,. = cd&, * * . L$&, 
etc. Such a multiple derivative string is structurally symmetric if each of the 
multiarrays of which it consists is invariant under arbitrary permutations of 
the structural indices, separately within each of the m + n groups of 
structural indices. 
Let f be a real-valued C” function on the manifold A. For any given 
parametrization w  of A one may think of f as a function of o and, with a 
standard abuse of notation, we then write f(w) and 
Notice that the derivatives fK,, t = 1,2,. . . constitute a structurally sym- 
metric string of tensorial degree (0,O) and length (co; 0). 
3. JETS AND COJETS 
Let p be a point in the manifold A, let w  = (al,. . . , od) be a set of 
local coordinates around p such that p corresponds to w  = 0, and let T be 
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a nonnegative integer. Two real-valued Cm functions f and g, both defined 
in a neighborhood of p, are said to be equivalent to order T at p if for 
1 = 0, 1,. . . ) T and for all index sets K, = k, . . . k, we have, in the w  
parametrization, 
f,,(O) = l?K,(O) (3.1) 
(for t = 0 we interpret (3.1) as f(0) = g(0)). If f and g are equivalent to 
order T at p under one parametrization the same is true under any other 
parametrization. Thus the set [fITof C” functions which are equivalent to 
a given C” function f, to order T at p, is a geometric object. The 
collection of such objects, for fixed p and T, is called the jet space of order T 
at p and is denoted by JTA,, and we write JTA for { JTA,: p =A}. 
Linear combinations of C” functions are again C” functions. Correspond- 
ingly, JTA is a linear vector space, of dimension 1 + d + dL2]/2! 
+ a-- +d[d/T!, where dfrl = d(d + 1) .a * (d + r - 1). The dual vector 
space JTA; is called the cojet space of order T at p. For a more detailed 
discussion of jets see, for instance, Guillemin and Stemberg [5]. 
As we are not interested in distinguishing between functions f and g 
which take different values at p but have identical derivatives of order t at 
p, for t = 1, . . . . T, we shall consider such functions to be equivalent. This, 
in effect, reduces the jet JT&, to a linear vector space of dimension 
d + dfzl/2! + - . - + diT1/T!, which we shall denote by JOTMP, and we let 
Jo&; = (J&H,)* (the dual of J&#,) and J&M = {J&f: p E A}, JzM* 
= { J&V,‘: p E JZ }. The sets J&# and J$A* will be referred to as 
zero-truncated jet spaces and cojet spaces, respectively. We may consider 
the collection of differential operators aK,, t = 1,. . . , T, as a field of 
coordinate frames for the zero-truncated cojet space JOTA*, and this type of 
field satisfies the transformation law 
a, = c q&,- (3.2) 
7=1 
The dual coordinate frames aKc, t = 1,. . . , T, which constitute a field of 
frames for J,,‘A, follow the transformation law 
(3.3) 
To see this one may argue as follows. 
For any K,, t = 1,. . . , T, let n, denote the number of indices being equal 
to S, s = 1,. . . , d, and set 
($f, = &j kl . . . & = (J)” . . . (&y 
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and 
[K,]! = n,! **. n,!. 
Then 8 Kt may be defined as that element of JOrM which at p is equivalent 
to the function w~~/[K,]!, and we indicate this by writing 
Clearly, the quantities 8 Kt, t = 1,. . . , T, constitute a field of frames for 
JO%? and the Taylor expansion to order T for an arbitrary C” function f 
at P 
T 
f&d - ,;lfK,(o$+ 
= 5 ( aK,f)p(aK’),(w) 
t=l 
(3.4) 
exhibits the duality between the frames a”~ and JK,. Furthermore, from 
(3.2) and (3.4) it follows that the transformation law for 8 Kl, t = 1,. . . , T, 
is indeed (3.3). 
It may be noted that J&t+%* = TM, the field of tangent spaces TM, on 
A, and hence J,‘& = TA*. 
4. COORDINATE-FREE CHARACTERIZATION OF STRUCTURALLY 
SYMMETRIC DERIVATIVE STRINGS 
An (r, S) tensor may be defined as a smoothly varying multilinear form 
on (TA*)xr x (Td)‘“. Inanalogy with this let us now consider a smoothly 
varying multilinear form M on the space (TM*)xr x (Td)x” X J$A* X 
Jo%?. The quantities 
a;),..., air, aj,,. . ., ajs, 
{aK,: t=i ,..., T}, {a% U=I ,..., u} 
constitute a point in this latter space and we express the value E at this 
point by the notation 
t 
M&+=1 ,..., T;u=l,..., 
9 (4.1) 
Using the multilinear character of a together with the transformation rules 
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(3.2) and (3.3) it is strajghtforward to check that the quantities given by 
(4.1) satisfy (2.2), i.e., A4 as here defined is in fact a structurally symmetric 
derivative string. On the other hand, it is simple to check that any 
structurally symmetric string is representable in this fashion. 
The extension to multiple strings, already indicated in Section 1, is 
immediate. 
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